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CALYPSO

by David Sedaris
272pp, Little, Brown,
£16.99, ebook £8.99

F

or those uninitiated
to the world of David
Sedaris, it would
be hard to top one
of the many pithy
descriptions of him in his latest
collection of stories. As one
offended fan at a signing put
it, on seeing the inscription he
had written in her book, he is a
“horrible little man”. Sedaris is
interested in that “little”, and all
the other forms it has taken in
descriptions of him – “bonsaisize”, “Lilliputian”, “elfin”, among
others – but it is the conjunction
with “horrible” that really cuts
to the heart of the matter, and
forms in its own special way a
kind of compliment.
Sedaris’s line of sight on the
world seems perpetually to
come from a lower angle than
everybody else’s, and to alight
with glee on the things that
people would rather not talk
about – or, at least, on the things
that people pretend they would
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Where
have all the
salmon gone?
Michael Kerr on one man’s
canoe trip up the Yukon to
meet the tribes who fish the
dwindling king salmon
KINGS OF THE YUKON

by Adam Weymouth
268pp, Particular,
£16.99, ebook £10.99

t dusk in winter from
his barge on the river
Lea in London, Adam
Weymouth sometimes
hears the honking of
Canada geese, and is carried off to
the Yukon, where the birds spend
flightless weeks on islands during
their summer moult. He heard
them there two years ago as he
paddled an 18ft glass-fibre canoe
down the river, almost 2,000
miles through Canada and Alaska,
to the Bering Sea. Reading his
account of that journey, I found
myself similarly transported. It’s
so assured, so accomplished, that
I found it hard to believe it was
his first book.
It wasn’t his first ambitious
journey, though. Weymouth, 34,
has walked across Scotland and –
assisted by a cross-Channel ferry
– from Salisbury to Istanbul. His
passage down the Yukon was
prompted by a court case he
covered in Bethel, Alaska, in 2013,
where 23 Yup’ik were prosecuted
for flouting a ban on fishing for
king salmon the previous summer.

While biologists stressed the need
for a stoppage – introduced after a
sharp and inexplicable fall in
salmon numbers – the Alaskan
natives spoke of how the spirits of
the salmon would be offended if
fishermen didn’t fish. It wasn’t so
much a trial as a clash of world
views. After further blanket bans
on fishing in 2014 and 2015,
Weymouth decided to canoe the
river while the salmon were
shouldering up it, in the hope that
he could explain the decline in the
kings and show how the lives of
those who depend on the fish
were changing.
Factors that might be shrinking
the salmon runs include poor
management, long-term climatic
change, unintentional netting in
the oceans, disease, or natural
fluctuations. Weymouth has to
admit that he can’t point to a
particular one: “There is only an
alignment of weirdnesses, a
constellation of hunches.” If he is
frustrated in his first objective, he
succeeds fully in his second, in his
tracing of the relationship between
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From his beach house ‘The
Sea Section’, the humorist
tackles ageing with morbid
glee. By Tim Smith-Laing

rather not talk about. He is the
sort of man who, noting the need
to name beach houses in puns,
calls his own “The Sea Section”.
Long-term Sedaris readers will
know it well: the sideways look
that takes in himself and others
at their pettiest, most selfish, or
simply most dishevelled moments,
and transforms them into some of
the funniest short prose around.
As far as horrible topics go,
Sedaris is on fine form in the 21
pieces that make up Calypso.
In his trademark unclassifiable
hybrid of confessional memoir,
essay and comic fiction, he flits
from one horrible topic to the
next with, one might say, elfin
grace. “While You’re Up There,
Check on My Prostate” tackles
the many and varied curses
employed by drivers around
the world: the Dutch
favour kanker slet (“cancer
whore”); Romanians say,
“May you build a house
from your kidney stones”;
Catholic and Eastern
orthodox countries
tend to go straight
for sexual acts
involving the
other person’s
mother; but
Austrians
win with an
intestinal
invitation
that is probably
unprintable
unless you

Romanians tell bad
drivers: ‘May you
build a house from
your kidney stones’

MIND THE
SNAPPING
TURTLE

Cape Hatteras
in North
Carolina; left,
David Sedaris
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Sedaris goes
to the seaside

happen to be Sedaris. In “A
Modest Proposal” he finds an
abandoned strap-on penis while
walking through the Sussex
countryside, picking up litter:
“I thought about taking it home
and mailing it to one of my sisters
for Christmas,” he writes, “but
knew that the moment I put it in
my knapsack, I’d get hit by a car
and killed.”
The dominating leitmotif of
Sedaris’s horribleness, though, is
scatology, which gets a story all
of its own. In “I’m Still Standing”,
a touring Sedaris suffers a
gastrointestinal virus over “six
long days, each one of which
involved at least one flight and an
appearance before an audience”.
The fear of soiling himself on
stage or in the confined space
of a plane becomes, reasonably
enough, a sort of obsession as the
days grind on. It is, as it were, edge
of the seat stuff, and hilarious.
But there is also a seriousness to
it, and that is really the point: it is
toilet humour as memento mori.
Like much of Calypso, “I’m Still
Standing” is about witnessing
and fearing the indignities of age
and what comes after. Sedaris’s
take is that you, too, will die, and
on the way, you are more than
likely to soil yourself in a plane, a
crowded auditorium, or a mall. So
you should think about it, and if
possible plan ahead.
With the questions of death,
loss and ageing hanging over
him, Calypso is invigorated
with a morbid glee that
Sedaris is uniquely fitted
to carry off. The title story
segues seamlessly from
epidemics (“SARS,
anthrax, H1N1.
Bedbugs!”) to
dementia (“she
leaned over in
her wheelchair,
and at the top of
her voice said,
‘Hitler wants
my pussy.’”), and
on to cancer,
before arriving at
Sedaris’s discovery

that he, himself, has a benign fatty
tumour “the size and feel of an
unshelled hard-boiled egg” on his
rib cage.
His immediate reaction is to
ask his surgeon if he can keep
the excised mass in order to
feed it to his favourite snapping
turtle, who lives just near The Sea

Section. Since the turtle he has
in mind has “a tumor on his head
the size of my niece’s fist”, there
is a kind of karmic good sense
to the request, but the surgeon
turns it down on the basis that it is
against federal law. The rebuffed
Sedaris eventually has it removed
by a doctor he meets at a signing,

fish and people, and “of the imprint
that one leaves on the other”.
In European culture, the
salmon’s uphill battle to the stream
where it was birthed is seen as a
story of rugged individualism; for
tribes of the North American west
coast, however, it embodies a
selfless sacrifice for future

generations. “The salmon are a
giving people,” a Tlingit woman
tells the author. “What a good
example for [humans] to follow.”
In keeping with that, the people
of the river, both natives and
incomers, are generous to
Weymouth and his partner – who
figures fleetingly in the narrative
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who performs the op under local
anaesthetic in the small hours
of the morning, before Sedaris
flies on to his next engagement,
and later sends the lump to the
Carolinas, packed in ice, ready for
his turtle.
Part of Sedaris’s skill is that
he can make you care about

– not only with insights into
fishing, brining and smoking, but
with handouts from their
dwindling catch. For every fish
camp in use, there are many more
abandoned. Given all the
regulations on who may fish and
when, many are choosing not to
bother. Dependence on food
stamps and welfare is
growing; alcoholism is rife,
IN DECLINE
suicide commonplace.
Red Chinook
The watershed of the
salmon spawn
Yukon is sparsely
in the Yukon’s
populated: a quarter of a
Tatchun Creek
person per square mile for a
third of a million square
miles. Weymouth’s story, though,
is rich in characters. He meets no
fewer than four men who make
much of their living from having
their frontier life documented on
reality TV. One tells how he and
his girlfriend, new to the river,
had shot a moose, shared its flesh
with their dogs, and later in the
Call 0844
season got so hungry that they ate
871 1514 to
the dogs.
order for
Weymouth also meets 84-year£14.99
old Mary Demientieff, who has

this kind of thing – that he can
effect a transference of his and
our own worries about ageing
and mortality to the question
of whether a mutant turtle will
survive long enough for the
author to feed it chunks of deepfrozen tumour.
His note has long been silliness
with a sort of put-on gravitas; in
Calypso, while the laughs hardly
slacken, the gravitas becomes
genuine. Filled with reflections
on his sister Tiffany’s suicide,
on his mother’s own premature
death and never-talked-about
alcoholism, and his father’s
inexorable descent into senility,
this is simultaneously some of the
funniest and saddest writing of
Sedaris’s career.
These too are horrible topics,
of course, just not the fun kind.
Hearing the opening of “Now We
Are Five” on Sedaris’s Radio 4
show a year or so ago, his giggling
audience quickly fell silent. You
would too, at the words: “In late
May 2013, a few weeks shy of her
15th birthday, my youngest sister,
Tiffany, committed suicide.”
Within a minute or two
they were laughing again, at
the thought of Sedaris’s father
mourning “a person’s life reduced
to one lousy box”, only for his
son to put a hand on his shoulder
and say, “Actually there are two
of them.” In any other writer, you
might call the ability to handle this
kind of stuff maturity; in Sedaris
it is a special form of immaturity –
and all the better for it.
fingers “clawed from a lifetime of
needles and nets” but still spends
every summer at fish camp. Raised
by nuns because her father had
died and her mother was a drunk,
she was married off at 17 to a man
10 years her senior, a man she
never loved but with whom she
had 12 children. When one died,
she adopted a boy whose own
parents were drunks. The stories of
these people are recounted in
prose that’s almost novelistic in its
elisions and fragmentary
sentences, capturing the feel of
conversations sometimes even
without direct quotations.
At the centre of the book is the
salmon, which nourishes not only
humans but creatures from bears
to beetles. Trees, too: “Imagine, if
you like, the salmon swimming up
the capillaries of the spruce and
birch; it is not so far from the
truth. Up to 70 per cent of the
nitrogen in these forests had its
origin in the sea. If you know the
land well enough, you can gauge
the state of the salmon run by the
fecundity of the forest.”
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